AbstracZ -Our initial objective was to establish a framework for modeling afferent mechanoreceptor behavior under dynamic compressive loads using multivariate regression techniques. A multivariate logistical model of the system was chosen because the system contains continuous input variables and a singular binary output variable corresponding to an "allor-nothing" nerve action potential. Subsequently, this method was used to quantitatively assess the sensitivity of rapidly adapting afferents in rat hairy skin to the stimulus metrics stress, strain, and their time derivatives. In-vitro experiments involving compressive stimulation of isolated afferents using pseudorandom and non-repeating noise sequences were completed and an analysis of the data was performed using multivariate logistical regression.
I. INTRODUCTION
Tactile skin mechanoreceptors transduce mechanical stimuli into a binary action potential. The input stimuli can be described by multiple components, each quantified by a different metric. It is often difficult to correlate components of a stimulus to the observed nerve response since the stimulus component controlled in the experiment may influence other components of the stimulus such that there is no clear inputloutput relationship. The situation is M e r confounded when component interactions are encoded by the receptor.
Multivariate logistical regression ( W R ) is a mathematical technique in which multiple continuous explanatory variables, or covariates, are correlated to a dichotomous response variable. The technique was first employed in epidemiological studies to determine which habits and predispositions best predicted a particular disorder towards known inputloutput correlations and accounthg for confounded hteractions -among explanatory variables (such growing individuals). ate logistical model was used to -vitro bekvior of isolated rapidly adapting in rat &dry skin. The explanatory variables were controlled, time-sampled compressive stimulus states expressed as stress, strain, and their respective timederivatives. The binary response variable was the presence or absence of a nerve action potential.
Tactile nerves respond to a plurality of local stimuli, making it difficult to ascertain whether a mechanoreceptor responds more readily to internal strains or to external compressive stresses [2] [6] . However, one can gain a more rigorous understanding of the incipient behavior of the system by analyzing the influence that higher-order interaction terms in the model have upon the response [2].
METHODOLOGY
The first step in this procedure was to isolate a nerve fiber corresponding to a single, identifiable afferent from healthy rat skin. Next, the afferent was stimulated at its qualitatively established most sensitive point with an actuator-controlled indenting tip of known dimensions. The indented position and force of the tip were controlled using non-repeating and pseudorandom noise inputs (0.5 -80 Hz bandwidth)
. Both the input and output (recorded using an electrode submersed in a non-conductive bath) were sampled at 2 kHz for approximately 1 minute. Stimulus magnitude was varied from 2x to 8x the nerve threshold with the actuator controlling either indented position and applied force. The position -and force data were then transformed offline into stress, strain, and their time derivatives.
Subsequently, MLR was performed on each data set and odds ratio calculated for each explanatory variable and interaction term in the regression model using a maximum likelihood estimation technique. The odds ratio is a quantitative measure of the degree to which the outcome . Since an evoked action potential may correspond to a stimulus before the action potential is recorded, odds ratios were calculated for explanatory variable combinations that occurred up to 100 milliseconds before the observed action potential, This approach effectively decouples the, stimulus vari+les across samples, ensuring independency among explanatory variables that had been confounded in time by discrete sampling 121.
0-7803%717-0/01 /$lo.@ 02001 IEEE Nerve responses are followed by an absolute and relative refractory period, during which no magnitude of stimuli and elevated stimuli can elicit an action potential, respectively [2] [6] . In order to break this cross-sample dependency, postspike sample points were assigned positive (binary 1) outcomes and added to the model as categorical (discrete) explanatory variables. An odds ratio was calculated for each and a number of data samples post-spike were discarded if they were calculated to be protective against spikes (i.e., an odds ratio less than 1) as demonstrated in Fig. 1 . The regression coefficients and odds ratios were then recomputed for each explanatory variable. 
III. PRELIMINARY P-ESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Based on preliminary investigation and the characterization of nerve responses using linear crosslots [6], it was expected adapting afferents would Stress-Strain inter compressive stress, strain, and thetime derivatives. However, for an gular afferent at compressive load dstresddt and dStraiddt correlated to the neural firings up to 20 samples (10 milliseconds) prior to the observed action potential, as shown in Fig. 2 . Furthermore, during this 10-millisecond interval, both stress and strain were protective against nerve responses since their odds ratios were less than 1. Both the Stress-Strain and dstresddtdstraiddt interaction term odds ratios hovered around 1, indicating that these stimulus components have a statistical significance within the model but not an influence on the nerve response. 
IV. DISCUSSION
While the results from a single data set suggest that Stress-Strain interaction terms or dStress/dt-dStraiddt interaction terms are encoded by afferent mechanoreceptors, it cannot be concluded without observing similar patterns across several afferents and in multiple experimental contexts. Additionally, this study has yet to address issues such as stress-relaxation effects, the fit of the model to the system, the statistical significance of each interaction term within the model, and regions of the stimulus state space in which there are few samples. These issues will be addressed during ongoing data collection and analysis.
It is thought that the methodology developed by this research for modeling the afferent behavior of individual skin mechanoreceptors contributes to a more complete understanding of sensation.
